IM Grid Kickoff Tomorrow

SAE, Betas, and Fijis Open Title Defense

The MIT intramural football league opens in full swing tomorrow with five teams in divisions A and B comprised of five teams.

Sailors Meet TRP

The key game in League I will pit Sigma Alpha Epsilon against Tau Epillon Phi. The Sailors will have a strong backfield with Walt Hamilton, '60 at tailback, Paul Norris, '59 as the marking back, and John Aley, '60, as the wingback. In the line are Bob McCollough, '60, Bill Lerman, '50, and Paul Brown, '57, Sigma Nu lines up with Delta Theta. Sigma Nu, hurt by the graduation of Ernest Keating, '58, Dennis McGinty, '59, and Joe Skendron, '60, and Al Brennecke, '60, at guard. Opponents will have a tough rebuilding job. Last year's Division A champs Theta Chi basically have the same team for last year's Division A champs. Betas, and Fijis Open Title Defense of SAE and Phi Gamma Delta— with Sigma Nu squaring off against Delta, Theta Chi matched with Theta Pi. The ranking teams in divisions A and B are comprised of five teams.

League II competition has Beta Theta Pi squaring off against Phi Mu Delta, and Theta Chi matched with Sigma Nu. Opponents will have a tough rebuilding job. Last year's Division A champs Delta, Theta Chi pitted against Phi Mu Sigma, Delta Tau Delta, having lost star seniors John McCarty, '59, Lou Giordano and Joe Timms through graduation, have to rely on the abilities of end John Goodman, '51 and Frank Potter, '60, and tackles Mike Hall, '57 and Frank Frankand, '61. The Sigma Chi, minus the services of all-star end Fred Morefield, '57, have a solid line with All-America '60 at tackle and Dave Baldwin, '61 at guard. Calling signals is quarterback Jim Lang, '60, backed by back Mark screen. Baker Homes, suffering heavily from the loss of many key men from last year, among them all-star Dick Bowmore, have a tough rebuilding job.

The inn to watch are Innsmen Frank Tapparo, '60 and Len Tenner, '60 and Indian Indiahah, '59 and Dick Kupfer, '59.

Ingraman Heads Strong Fiji Team

In League III, Phi Gamma Delta opposes Non-Residents Association, last year's B Division champs, while Delta Upsilon battles Alpha Tau Omega. The Fiji has a strong team headed by many returning players. Among them are halfback Chuck Ingraman, '58, quarterback Al Beard, '59, and Len Tenner, '60. Don Ascamp, '57 and John Irwin, '56, both stand up by the line of John Robson, '58, star quarterback, have the nucleus of the team built around ends Bob Shelton, '59, and Bob Reine, '59 and halfback Tom Tenman, '60. League IV's artillery have Delta Tau Delta combattin' Ricker, hose, and Sigma Chi pitted against Phi Mu Sigma, Delta Tau Delta, having lost star seniors John McCarty, '59, Lou Giordano and Joe Timms through graduation, have to rely on the abilities of end John Goodman, '51 and Frank Potter, '60, and tackles Mike Hall, '57 and Frank Frankand, '61. The Sigma Chi, minus the services of all-star end Fred Morefield, '57, have a solid line with All-America '60 at tackle and Dave Baldwin, '61 at guard. Calling signals is quarterback Jim Lang, '59, backed by back Mark screen. Baker Homes, suffering heavily from the loss of many key men from last year, among them all-star Dick Bowmore, have a tough rebuilding job.

John J. McElroy

Takes Great Pleasure in Announcing That He Is SALES REPRESENTATIVE for the

LAMBERTTA MOTOR SCOOTER

On the MIT Campus

CH 7-8404 Inst. Ext. 3127

JAPANESE PRINTS

One of the nation’s eminent collections of Japanese prints is taking up permanent residence in America. This 19th century collection, made entirely of woodcuts, is available as rare prints and also as reprints. No other collection in the world is comparable. The public is invited to view this magnificent collection at Lambertta Motor Scooter, 19 Dunster Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Telephone Mr. Evans, UN 7-8765.

They’ll Start RIGHT... with low-cost SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE

Most marriages are happier when folks plan ahead — and one way to do this is to protect the family with low-cost Savings Bank Life Insurance.

Lambertta’s Better, Coming and Going

This little litle go-getter from Italy runs the pennant from business to pleasure in any traffic, at any speed to suit you—from 5 to 65 m.p.h.; sure-footed, strong, and beautifully built. Lambertta is easy to drive, easy to park—a perfect pet for the whole family. Given up to 120—cap run—miles per gallon! Your store dealer can multiplies the enjoyment of driving a Lambertta Motor Scooter. Easy time payments. Service and parts all-inclusive in supply, locally coast-to-coast. This is your invitation for a free test drive—come in today...

Lambertta
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